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DIESIS LOUDSPEAKERS  

ROMA TRIODE 
 

Roma triode € 150.000,00 VAT excluded  
Custom finishes  
 
Listen to a speaker Diesis Audio sound with an indirectly heated 
triode is a unique experience, They come from the huge passion 
for listening to music as a real event. We work to eliminate the 
artifacts and the colours of traditional loudspeakers and reach 
the highest purity of issue making listening to any song pure 
emotion. In addition to innovative techniques the simplicity, the  
absolute  quality of the transducers of the project and of the 
materials used precious quality that arises from prolonged sessions of listening and refinement that go on for years 
experience. The study of various materials that the delicate music signal crosses before propagating a note in the air 
allows us to tune each speaker to convey in every situation a passion out of the ordinary by giving life to everything 
that occurs to the listener.   
Rome triode, last extraordinary accomplishment, incorporates everything and goes even further, the result of 3 
years of work to embed in it a DNA of pure magic, assisted by the most prestigious triode mono amplifiers in the 
world has been sewn tailored to seize every more subtle nuance and detail whispered by these wonderful 
amplifications. Every element of the project was gutted tried and agreed by ear, compared with the best passive 
components we finally opted for the realization of even the most insignificant element, even the correct direction of 
each component is been identified after careful andcritical plays. Rome Triode has been refined in the last year with 
the prestigious Japanese Amplifications Kondo.  
Ongaku, G70 preamplifier and wiring entirely Kondo,  
The emotional expression of these wonderful items for music playback is enhanced by the ease with which the 
speakers let themselves go through invoking the vibrations of pure emotion, reaching a magic with such a synergy 
that cannot be write words.  
To listen, to Emotions. Strong.  
  
Some specific Diesis Rome Triode:  
(All components were built by hand on specific for this model):  
  
-Low Section 2 15-inch Woofer With dipole Downs anchored with brass plate Totalfix system damped.  
Alnico magnet damped with wool and shielded. Silver 24 ohm coil Cellulose Cone and membrane in cotton for 
extreme lightweight.  
  
-Supporting Structure in Clad 58 (Cement, Resins,mineral powders) damped with 4 different types of materials 
(brass, ebony wood, pure wool and leather)  
  
-Horn in ebony wood, aluminum support dug from solid dulled brass with Cork-based docking and decoupled with 
accessories in  
Alphagel and Corian  
  
-Mid Section 2 inch medium with paper and solid brass ring full damped with pure wool and casing in solid walnut 
Italian carved from solid.  
  
-Hig Section TW titanium 16 mm voice coil, Solid brass trumpet.  
  
Crossovers Components wired in resin air in special Italian carved from solid walnut shells for a total absence of 
vibrations.  
  
Electrical feuters  
Minimum impedance 10 ohm / 98,5 sensitivity, +/- 3 db 2.83 V/M / Minimum power 8 watt / Power 150 watt  
Frequency response in environment from 27 to 40000Hz a +/-3db  
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ROMA  

 

Roma White or Black (pair) € 80.000,00 VAT 
excluded 
(standard Wooden Box) 
(Flight Case Box optional € 800,00)  
 

Roma Real Wood Panel (pair) € 84.000,00 VAT 
excluded 
(standard Wooden Box) 
 

Roma Special edition (pair) € 95.000,00 VAT 
excluded  
Real Wood Panels and Horn Real Skyn manual cutting, big feet in multiple materials (standard Flight. Case 
Box) 
  
3-way system with four speakers and super Tw  
15 inch paper woofer less loaded dipole Top  
15 inch paper woofer loaded dipole  
  
Coax compression driver consists of:  
Mid range from 90 mm  
High range from 45 mm  
S.Tw. from 16 mm  
Sensitivity 98.5 db/2, 83V/M  
Impedance 6 ohms nominal   
Frequency response 30 Hz to 38,000 in environment from +/-3 
db  
Frequency response in environment from 25 to 45000 Hz +/ -8 
db  
Min output 20 watts  
Max power 400 watts  
Crossover frequency 120-500-6500 and 20000 Hz  
  
Note: the Tw (high-range) frequency is not cut, but now there is the S.Tw for the frequencies in excess of 20000 
Hz to give the system more airiness and detail without affecting the harmonic structure of the signal.  
MID range level control via resistors inserted:-1.5 db/db/+1 0, 5db/+3 db  
Level control HIGH range by inserted:-1.5 db/db/+1 0, 5db/+ 3db  
Possibility to control separately with separate bottom Woofer masses (8 ohms)  
The Upper Woofer (8 ohms) medium to high section (8 ohms)  
Maximum dimensions L.512 mm P. 365mm, H 1370mm 
Weight 115 Kg  
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CAPUT MUNDI 
  
 
 
Caput Mundi White or Black (pair) € 48.500,00 VAT 
excluded 
(Standard Wooden box) 
(Flight Case Box optional € 800,00)  
 

Caput Real Wood Panel (pair) € 51.500,00 VAT 
excluded 
(Standard Wooden box) 
 

Caput mundi Special edition (pair) € 55.000,00 VAT excluded 
Real wood panels and horn, big feet in multiple materials 
(Standard Flight Box)  
 
  
 
3,5 way system and 4 speakers  
2 paper woofers 12 inch dipole loaded  
  
Crossover frequency 150, 600, 6500 Hz  
Frequency response in environment from 40 – 25000 +/- 3 dB  
Sensitivity 97 db 2.83 V/M  
Nominal impedance 6 Ohms  
Max power 250 watt  
Dimension (mm) 1370 x 512 x 365 Weight 110 kg  
   

  
Pilotabile in biwiring e in biamping Bearing frame Clad 58 produced on specific Diesis Audio 
(material composed of mineral powders, cement and special resins) cast in one mould Trumpet in 
Corian®  
Totalfix proprietary system for fixing the woofer  
Cross-over hard wired with high-quality components treated with dielectric resins to military standards  
Removable front panel and trumpet to allow editing of the aesthetics of the speaker in order to customize 
its inclusion in environment.  
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AURA  
 

 
 
Aura white or black (pair) € 24.800,00 VAT excluded 
(Standard Wooden Box)  
(Optional Flight Case Box €. 600,00) 
 

Aura Real Wood Panels (pair) € 26.500,00 VAT 
excluded  
(Standard Flight Case Box) 
 
 
Dipole loaded Woofer  
WF 12 inch lower in paper  
WF 10 inch paper top  
  
Compression driver from 45 mm exponential horn loaded on specific Diesis Audio Sensitivity 93 db 2.83 
V/M  
Nominal impedance 6 Ohms  
Frequency response in environment from 42 to 23000 hz +/-3  
db   
Frequency response in environment from 32 to 28000 hz 
+/-8 db  
Minimum power 20 watts RMS  
Max power 195 watts RMS  
Acoustic crossovers to 200 and 1800 Hz  
Possibility to control separately with separate masses 
the wf less (8 Ohms) to the other speakers (8 ohms)  
Maximum dimensions width cm Height cm depth cm 30, 41,  
114 (single speaker)  
Weight 55 kg  
  
  
* Bearing frame Clad 58 produced on specific Diesis Audio (material composed of mineral 
powders, cement and special resins) cast in one mould  
Trumpet by one inch fiberglass and abs made about specific  
Totalfix proprietary system for fixing the woofer  
Cross-over hard wired with high-quality components treated with dielectric resins to military standards  
Removable front panel and trumpet to allow editing of the aesthetics of the speaker in order to customize 
its inclusion in environment  
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LUDOS 
 

 
Ludos white or black (pair) € 18.400,00 VAT 
excluded 
(Standard Wooden Box) 
(Optional Flight Case Box €600,00) 
 

Ludos Real Wooden Panels (pair) € 19.800,00 VAT 
excluded  
 
Ludos Real Wooden and Horn (pair) 21.450,00 VAT 
excluded  
(Standard Flight Case) 
 
 
2.5 way system with 3 speakers  
Two dipole loaded woofers 10 inch  
  
Compression driver from 45 mm exponential horn loaded on specific DIesis Audio Sensitivity 91 db 2.83 
V/M  
Nominal impedance 6 Ohms  
Frequency response in environment from 37 a 26.000 hz a +/-  
8 db Minimum power 10 watts RMS  

  
Max power 130 watts RMS  
Acoustic crossovers to 180 Hz and 2000 Hz  
Maximum dimensions width cm Height cm depth cm 32,8,  
28,9, 104,2 (single speaker)  
Weight 47 kg  
  
  
* Bearing frame Clad 58 produced on specific Diesis Audio (material composed of mineral powders, 
cement and special resins) cast in one mould  
Trumpet by one inch fiberglass and abs made about specific  
Totalfix proprietary system for fixing the woofer  
Cross-over hard wired with high-quality components treated with dielectric resins to military standards  
Removable front panel and trumpet to allow editing of the aesthetics of the speaker in order to customize 
its inclusion in environment.  
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BONHAM TRIBUTE 
 
Bonahm Tribute White or Black € 9.000,00 (each) 
VAT excluded  
(Standard Wooden Box) 
(Optional Flight Case Box €400,00) 
 
Bonham Tribute Real Wood Panels € 11.000,00 VAT 
excluded 
(Standard Flight Case Box) 
 
 
 
Subwoofer 21 inch paper and cloth suspension, with circular structure on the cancellation of the 
resonances, 4 separate rooms reinforced. Loading dipole for a quick response and outstanding damping.  
 
 
  

BONHAM CROSSOVER  
 
Bonham Crossover € 3.500,00 (each) VAT excluded  
 
 
Cross-over low pass totally separate discrete adjustable from 25 Hz to 55 Hz  
in steps of 5 ( other cuts on request ) with reinforcements excludable, 
0/180 phase inversion and volume control with potentiometer. 
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INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER  

  

EVENTO 20-11  

   
Version line imput € 19.800,00 VAT excluded 
 
Everything in the Event 20-11 from Diesis Audio is 
uncompromising, starting from the preamp stage which is 
equipped with two E88CC new old stock individually selected 
and matched so as to be able to offer a degree of musicality 
that is difficult to obtain with modern production tubes. In the 
power stage the oversized dimensions of  
the power supply and capacitors allow for delivery of 105   
Watts at 8 ohms with high current capability able to 
easily drive the Diesis range of speakers and many 
others. The best in components such as the 
extraordinary custom capacitors 140000 Total Mf. 
The transformer is oversized and artisanal-made to 
our specifications, the cabinet is amagnetic and 
anti-resonant in CORIAN and the remote is brushed 
aluminum.  
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REFERENCE DIESIS CABLES BY KURO 
  
  

Iperconductor reference line pure  
silver and gold cable RCA  
  

€ 9.000,00 (1.50 Meter) VAT excluded 
  
Reference interconnetion line, LIMITED EDITION   
Pure silver conducrors realized by our specification 
CUSTOM Cryogenic treatment of wires. 
Customization of the internal geometry according to 
the length of the cable. High level of mechanical 
insulation of the wires with amorphous materials   
High degree of insulation RFI/EMI with a different layers of 
mumetal shielding   
Exclusive and proprietary RCA plug realized in pure 
copper and exclusive non-magnetic stainless steel 
R.303  
  
  
  
  

  

Iperconductor reference line 
 pure silver and gold cable XLR  

 

€ 10.500,00 (1.50 Meter) VAT excluded 
  
Reference interconnetion line, LIMITED EDITION   
Pure silver conducrors realized by our specification 
CUSTOM Cryogenic treatment of wires. Customization of 
the internal geometry according to the length of the cable. 
High level of mechanical insulation of the wires with 
amorphous materials   
High degree of insulation RFI/EMI with a different layers of mumetal 
shielding   
Exclusive and proprietary RCA plug realized in pure copper 
and exclusive non-magnetic stainless steel R.303  
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Iperconductor reference power L cord line  
 

€ 6.000,00 (2.0 Meter) VAT excluded  
  
Reference power cord, LIMITED EDITION  Pure silver conductors realized by our specification   
Custom Cryogenic treatment of wires.   
Customization of the internal geometry according to the length of the cable   
High level of mechanical insulation of the wires with amorphous materials  High degree of insulation 
RFI/EMI with a different layers of mumetal shielding   
Exclusive and proprietary RCA plug realized in pure copper and exclusive non-magnetic stainless steel 
R.303  

  
  
  
  
  

Iperconductor reference pure  

silver and gold speaker cable  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

€ 14.500,00 (3.0 Meter) VAT excluded 

+ € 10.000,00 Diesis Bi-Wiring system. (It consist in another separate cable dedicated for high-frequency)  
  

Speakers interconnections, LIMITED EDITION   
Pure silver conductors realized by our specification   
CUSTOM Cryogenic treatment of wires   
Customization of the internal geometry according to the length of the cable   
High degree of insulation RFI/EMI with a different layers of mumetal shielding   
Exclusive Spades plug realized in pure copper with pure silver high grade of treatment or rhodium  

Is possible realize custom speaker cables for multi wire system     
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www.diesisaudio.com 
info@diesisaudio.com  


